
Synopsis of Lincoln Breakfast Seminar

WITH JAMES KERR



As part of our 10 year Anniversary, the latest Lincoln Insights Breakfast 
Seminar saw over 200 leaders meet and connect in the historic sporting 
grounds of the Aviva Stadium in Dublin. This seminar saw a keynote from 
the author of the exceptional book Legacy, James Kerr. In 2010 James 
became one of the only ever people to be allowed inside the camp of the 
New Zealand All Blacks, the most successful sporting team in history. 
What he learned from this experience he translated into 15 lessons that 
can be translated into any high performance team be it sport, military or 
business for success. 

James Kerr’s book as been described as ‘seminal’ by the Independent 
newspaper and ‘unputdownable’ by Bloomberg. The Daily Telegraph 
newspaper called it the ‘modern version of Vince Lombardi’s guides to 
coaching’ and says ‘for those searching for genuine keys to team culture, 
it is manna from heaven.’ 

Kerr argues that all winning teams share the same high performance 
principles; a relentless focus on excellence, a collective commitment to an 
‘uncommon cause’, a high degree of autonomy, trust and individual 
initiative, clear, candid and compelling communication, an emphasis on 
individual accountability, integrity and genuine humility, underpinned by 
a climate in which ‘leaders create leaders’. 

James is an exceptional storyteller and this paper will endeavour to cover 
some of the key takeaways from the seminar. James Kerr and Legacy 
quotes 15 lessons that can be applied to any individual or business from 
the All Blacks. There are:

1. Sweep the Sheds

2. Go for the Gap

3. Play with Purpose

4. Pass the Ball

5. Create a Learning Environment

6. No Dickheads

7. Embrace Expectations

8. Train to Win

9. Keep a Blue Head

10. Know Thyself

11. Sacrifice

12. Invent a Language

13. Ritualize to Actualize

14. Be a Good Ancestor

15. Write your Legacy

Legacy

James Kerr
Bestselling Author 
‘Legacy’



The All Blacks are the most successful sports franchise in history, achieving 
a better win ratio at 75% over the past 100 years, than Brazil in football or 
Australia in cricket. They have claimed three World Cups and won more 
than three-quarters of the matches they have played in their 125-year 
history, more than any major national sports team. Many New Zealand 
fans go to rugby matches wondering not whether their team will win, but 
rather by how much.

Furthermore what is perhaps even more impressive is the fact that they are 
only a nation of 4.4m people. They have only 137,184 registered rugby 
players against 2,549,196 in England and 632,184 in South Africa. Their 
success against the odds is of mammoth proportions. 

But back in 2004, something was wrong. The 2003 World Cup had gone 
badly, and by the start of the following year senior All Blacks were threat-
ening to leave. Discipline was drunk and disorderly, and to make things 
worse, the All Blacks were losing.

In response, a new management team under Graham Henry began to 
rebuild the world’s most successful sporting team from the inside out. They 
wanted a fresh culture that placed emphasis on individual character and 
personal leadership. Their mantra? ‘Better People Make Better All Blacks’. 
The end result? An incredible win-rate of just over 86%, and a Rugby 
World Cup. 

James Kerr and his book Legacy looks at the All Blacks in depth from a 
deeply personal, internal view. James illustrates how the incredible success 
of the team has transpired and can be replicated in your business. Better 
people make better All Blacks – but they also make better doctors and 
lawyers, bankers and businessmen, fathers, brothers, and friends.

 

The All Blacks

“Exceptional success 

requires exceptional circumstances.”



James started his keynote as the All Blacks do with a Hakka, and by stating that the 
“sound of the Haka is the sound of the earthquake.” James stated that “The haka 
reminds us of the inherent fragility of life. How little time is given to each of us. And 
how much we still have to do. It reminds us: This is our time. Life is fleeting and we have  
a fleeting moment in the sun”. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6Qtc_zlGhc

The All Blacks are famous for their haka, one of the most exciting and distinctive 
phenomena in world sport. The crowds love it, as do the marketing people; it is central 
to the All Blacks’ brand. Yet that is not why the team performs it. 

The All Blacks use the haka to reconnect with their fundamental purpose, to connect to 
the core of their culture, to summon their ancestors up from the earth to aid them in 
their battle, to intimidate the competition, and to bond with one another. 

James explained how culture, ritual and mantras have long been a part New Zealand 
culture yet the team had disconnected with the story told in their traditional pre-match 
challenge. Graham Henry brought in an expert to re-write the Haka and Kapa O Pango 
was born in 2005, reflecting far more the new cultural background of the team. 

Leaders can use rituals as a challenge to their opposition, and to themselves, to add to 
the legacy, to exceed expectations, to embody a belief system. By creating their own 
equivalent of the haka, leaders can attach a sense of personal meaning and belonging 
to the organization’s overall purpose. Wise leaders look for ways to ‘ritualize their 
enterprise’, to find vivid, visceral processes that bring their ethos to life.

Ritualize to Actualize
Create a culture.

Au, au, aue ha!
It’s our time! It’s our moment!

RITUAL



The motto ‘Champions do extra’ James states, refers to the extra, discretionary effort 
and sacrifice it takes to do something extraordinary. Whatever we do in life, we’re 
giving our life for it, so we best be sure it is worth it. Killing time is slow suicide. Treading 
water is drowning. So, what are we prepared to give our life to? 

As leaders, what kind of life will we lead? It begins by doing extra; the extra set at the 
gym, the extra burst of hard work, the extra sprint, the extra effort. Think of Buckmin-
ster Fuller: ‘What is my job on the planet? What is it that needs doing, that I know some-
thing about, that probably won’t happen unless I take responsibility for it?’ What is the 
extra that will make us extraordinary?

Champions Do Extra
Find something you would die for and give your life to it.

Kaua e mate wheke, mate ururoa.
Don’t die like an octopus, die like a hammerhead shark.

James spoke of the need to “ritualize to actualize.” Ritual, imagery, metaphor and 
language are powerful parts of the All Black culture, re-enforcing key messages 
throughout the team. This can be applied directly into the corporate world. James gave 
a number of real work examples such as JSaatchi & Saatchi has “nothing is impossible” 
embedded in the stone steps outside their offices. Wal-Mart have a Saturday morning 
meeting that dates back 50 years ritualising knowledge sharing and collective endeav-
our. 

Alongside rituals, language and words create powerful revolutions. There is an 
outstanding narrative and central vocabulary synonymous with many elite performing 
environments be it business, sport or military. This creates a powerful belief system and 
as James put it, “The story we tell ourselves very often turns out to be the story told 
about us”. The All Blacks would regularly use power words such as outstanding, accura-
cy, clarity, world class and red hot. ‘Better People Make Better All Blacks’ became their 
purpose statement. There was agreement on core values – humility, excellence and 
respect. This led to a higher sense of purpose – creating the legacy. They brought in 
mantras such as Champions do extra, Sweep the Sheds and No Dickheads amongst 
others. Language that becomes a competitive advantage and almost a self-fulfilling 
prophesy. Kerr mentioned that the vision of the future of the All Blacks is to “Be the best 
team in the world and to win every game”. Through a clarity of vision, a compelling 
purpose, living values, a culture focussed on performance, learning and excellence, and 
the clever use of narrative and rituals, the All Blacks have built an enviable record of 
success. All of this James reiterates, is directly transferrable to any environment and in 
his words organisations should ‘Live these values out loud’.

Invent Your Own Language
Sing the world into existence.

SACRAFICE

PERFORMANCE = CAPABILITY X BEHAVIOUR 



CHARACTER
The language of business and sports has always been interchangeable. Both are about 
strategy, vision and tactics. But one thing what sets the All Blacks or any high 
performing team apart is their durable sense of purpose and adherence to values. It’s 
their character and determination that keeps them winning. They contribute to a 
purpose that’s bigger than the individual.

The cardinal virtue is humility. “Better people make better All Blacks.”James spoke 
about how humility is a core element of the All Blacks ethos.  Before leaving the 
dressing room at the end of a game, some of the top players in the team – including 
Richie McCaw and Dan Carter – stop and tidy up. They literally and figuratively ‘sweep 
the sheds’. It is an example of personal humility, and though it might seem strange for 
a team of imperious dominance, humility is core to their culture. The All Blacks believe 
that it’s impossible to achieve success without having your feet planted firmly on the 
ground. The players are taught never to get too big to do the small things that need to 
be done. ‘Exceptional results demand exceptional circumstances,’ says Wayne Smith. 
These conditions help shape the culture and therefore the ethos – the character – of the 
team.

James mentioned how it can be an attractive but uncommon virtue in business, where 
an organisational approach to staying grounded, staying self reliant and not getting 
ahead of yourself is fundamental to getting better everyday. Additionally there was 
agreement on core values – humility, excellence and respect. This led to a higher sense 
of purpose – creating the legacy. James explains “When you become an All Black the 
mission is clear – ‘To leave the jersey in a better place. To add to the legacy. To represent 
all the players that have come before and all the players that will come after.’ ”

Sweep the Sheds 
Never be too big to do the small things that need to be done

Kaore te kumara e whaki ana tana reka.
The kumara (sweet potato) does not need to say how sweet he is.

The enemies of high performance are entitlement and emotion. The person who has 
done it all, and asks ‘why should I?’ – and the persona who loses their head under 
pressure. Which is why the All Blacks seek to develop characters that are ‘emotionally 
connected, authentic and genuine contributors.’ The composition of the team has to be 
spot on. One person with the wrong attitude and mentality can mess this up. As James 
put colourfully in his keynote, ‘No Dickheads!’. This is the essence of team – working 
hard for each other, in harmony, without dissent, submerging individual ego for a 
greater cause. 

For businessess this is fostering connections, trust and collaboration between all levels 
of the organisation. In this way people work for each other, rather than for individual 
glory. In the All Blacks, high standards are fundamental and are enforced by the players 
themselves, who are trusted to do the task. Success can be traced back to the 
connections between members of the team and their collective character, something 
true of all winning organisations. Great leaders ruthlessly protect their people, 
encouraging connection, collaboration and collective ownership, nurturing a safe 
environment of trust, respect and family.



A feature of the great teams have been the strength of their great leader-
ship groups. Many international teams have the ability to create strong, 
player driven leadership yet few teams achieve it. This strategy has consis-
tently proved successful for the All Blacks whereby the leadership group is 
given genuine ownership and inclusion.

James stated that in the case of the All Blacks, the management team will 
start the week giving the strategy to execute. Responsibility is then 
handed to the team and by the end of the week a team talk is barely 
necessary with the captains taking over the responsibility on game day. 
Leaders create leaders, they pass the ball. They create ownership through 
inclusion and James affirmed that people will “rise to the challenge, as 
long as it is their challenge”. On the flip side this was also the strategy 
when players let down the team. They had to explain themselves to their 
teammates instead of than the management team . Explaining your failure 
to live the standards to your peers as opposed to being chastised again by 
the boss is a far more powerful motivator. No-one wants to let the team 
down.

For businesses enlightened leaders deliberately hand over responsibility in 
order to create engaged team players able to adapt their approach to suit 
the conditions. The ‘Command and Control’ type model in today’s world is 
unwieldy and increasingly uncompetitive. By creating a devolved manage-
ment structure, leaders create ownership, autonomy and initiative. 
Arming their people with intent, they visualise the end-state, outline the 
plan, provide the right resources and trust their people to deliver. The 
result is a team of individuals prepared and able to stand up when it 
counts – leaders in the field. 

They De-Brief and seek feedback with incredible skill. They believe in a 
philosophy of “stab me in the belly, not in the back”, where there is a 
culture of no blame and people actively seek criticism and feedback. 
Because they de-brief with quality they grow and they improve every time 
and it is a blueprint for excellence.

This leads to a learning environment and a culture of curiosity, innovation 
and continuous improvement. Similar to the marginal gains theory, by 
finding the 100 things that can be done just 1 per cent better, leaders 
create incremental and cumulative advantage, and organizations see an 
upswing in performance and results. In creating a coherent learning envi-
ronment, it pays to both eliminate unhelpful elements and to introduce 
insightful and inspiring influences.

Pass the Ball 
Leaders create leaders. 

He aha te kai o te rangatira. He korero, he korero, he korero.
What is the food of a leader? It is knowledge. It is communication.

EMPOWERMENT



James ended the keynote with a final observation from his experience in the All Blacks 
camp that when a player makes the All Blacks, they’re given a book. It’s a small black 
book, bound in fine leather, and beautiful to hold. The first page shows a jersey – that 
of the 1905 original All Blacks team, the team that began this long legacy. On the next 
page is another jersey, that of the 1924 Invincibles, and on the page after, another 
jersey, and another, and so on until the present day. It is a visual whakapapa (our time is 
limited), layered with meaning, a legacy to step into. The next few pages of this All 
Black handbook remind you of the principles, the heroes, the values (humility, excel-
lence and respect), the standards, the code of honour, the ethos, the character of the 
team. The rest of the pages are blank. Waiting to be filled. It’s time to make your mark, 
they say. Your contribution. It’s time to leave a legacy. Your legacy.
It’s your time.

Write your legacy
This is your time

Be a Good Ancestor
Plant trees you’ll never see.

Te torino haere whakamua, whakamuri.
At the same time as the spiral is going forward, it is also returning.

LEGACY

What you leave behind 

is not what is engraved 

on stone monuments, 

but what is woven onto 

the lives of others.
PERICLES



IN SUMMARY

The messages from Legacy and the keynote delivered by James 
Kerr are remarkably simple and in many cases common sense. 
As James mentioned however, there is a huge divide between 
common sense and common practice.

The lessons from Legacy are, however, transformational.

Business is a kind of sport. It doesn’t matter if you’re playing 
rugby or designing software, the fundamentals are the same. 
It’s about bringing people together, connecting them to a 
powerful common cause, enabling them to be the best they 
can be, improving every day, growing both professionally and 
personally in an environment that they can enjoy and on a 
task that is fulfilling – and winning.

Our challenge is to build a culture that means high perfor-
mance in our results is inevitable. It is to establish the character 
in our organisations that becomes the true and consistent 
personality of the team. We must look at language, rituals and 
mantras to support our narrative. We must trust, empower 
and give autonomy to our teams.

Time spent looking at this and really focussing on the lessons 
we have learnt from the incredible All Blacks can bring enor-
mous dividend. We’d love to talk more about this and please 
do get in touch should you wish to be put in contact with 
James himself. He has been working with the world’s biggest 
companies for many years looking at their story and brand, 
helping them grow and echo the success of the All Blacks. We 
hope that you take as much benefit from him as we have.

Many thanks for all who joined us on the day. 

We look forward to seeing you soon.

 

Shay Dalton
Managing Director
Lincoln Recruitment
T: 01 661 0444
E: sdalton@lincoln.ie 
www.lincoln.ie



ABOUT

Recruitment Group

Lincoln are a dynamic team of professional services recruit-
ment specialists. We are committed to combining talent 
consulting experience with market-focused insight, putting 
organisations in control of their recruitment aims, and 
connecting candidates with a network of opportunities and 
select positions. 

Our teams mirror the services we offer—more recently, clients 
have increasingly sought our counsel in areas of talent man-
agement beyond executive recruitment to help build the best 
leadership teams from top to bottom. In response, Lincoln 
Recruitment Specialists has developed a diversified suite of 
solutions that leverage our expertise in recruiting to shape the 
long-term strategies of our clients. We offer tailor-made 
recruitment outsourcing options, mid-level recruitment, 
contract and interim recruitment options, and leadership and 
talent consulting. 

We recruit across 12 skilled and technical professional areas: 

• Executive
• Accounting & Finance
• Financial Services
• Legal 
• Risk & Compliance
• Construction & Engineering
• Human Resources
• Funds & Asset Management
• Information Technology
• Marketing & Digital
• Consulting & Advisory

Contact
If you have any queries, or would like to discuss any elements 
of this summary or future events please get in touch. 

Orla Doyle, Marketing Manager 
Lincoln Recruitment
T: 01 661 0444
E: odoyle@lincoln.ie 


